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Researchers apply Neural Networks widely inmodel prediction and datamining because of their remarkable ap-
proximation ability. This study uses a prediction model based on the Elman and NARX Neural Network and a
back-propagation algorithm for forecasting call volumes in call centers. The results can help determine the opti-
mal number of agents necessary to reduce waiting time for customers, enabling profit maximization and reduc-
tion of unnecessary costs. This study also compares the performance of the Elman-NARX Neural Network model
with the time-lagged feed-forward Neural Network in addressing the same problem. The experimental results
indicate that the proposed method is efficient in forecasting the call volumes of call centers.
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1. Introduction

Modern call centers are large and employ thousands of agents.
Representing the front end of organizations, call centers are responsible
for maintaining customer relationships and the overall public image of
the organization. This study focuses on two important issues in call cen-
ter operations:

First, call centers are labor-intensive, with the cost of agents general-
ly comprising 60–80% of the overall operating budget (Aksin, Armony, &
Mehrotra, 2007). Therefore, an effective management strategy must
schedule a sufficient number of agents.

Second, call centers involve customer satisfaction factors such as
perceived queuing time. Feinberg (Feinberg, Kim, Hokama, de Ruyter,
& Keen, 2000) finds a statistically significant correlation between the
length of queuing time and customer satisfaction, indicating that
shorter queuing times have beneficial effects on customer satisfaction.
Furthermore, according to Whiting and Donthu (2009), customer
error in estimatingqueuing time affects their satisfaction. Consequently,
shorter queuing times provide higher satisfaction than longer ones and
avoid customer churn.

This study concludes that thefirst andmost important step is to fore-
cast future call volumes accurately.

Much literature exists on forecasting; however, few studies attempt
to develop effective models to forecast incoming call volumes in call
centers. This study proposes a Neural Network model for forecasting
call volumes to reducewaiting times and determining the optimal num-
ber of agents.

Recently, the rapid development of artificial intelligence has contrib-
uted to the growth of several advanced algorithms that tackle a variety
of analytical problems such as forecasting. An artificial Neural Network
is a massively parallel-distributed processor of simple processing units,
which has a natural propensity to store experimental knowledge and to
make it available for use (Haykin, 1998). The main advantage of the
Neural Network in comparison with classic linear methods is their abil-
ity to model functions characterized by non-linear dynamics. High
adaptive ability, tolerance to various outer noises, and the influence of
“heavy-tailed” distributions are other frequentlymentioned advantages
(Klevecka, 2011). Neural Networks have shown tremendous success in
developing models that track the changes in the characteristics and pa-
rameters of a system (Adya & Callopy, 1998; Chen, Peng, &Wang, 2000;
Dudul & Ghatol, 2004). Therefore, at any instant in time, Neural Net-
work correctly simulates the given time-varying system, despite signif-
icant changes in the system's property, and perfectly mimics and
identifies the actual physical system.

Considering these properties, this study addresses the problem of
forecasting call volumes in a call center.

2. Neural Network models

Neural Networkmodels developed as a generalization of themathe-
matical models of human cognition and neural biology. Some key attri-
butes of the brain's information network include a nonlinear, parallel
structure and dense connections between information nodes (Haykin,
1998). Neural Network models have proven successful in a variety of
business fields such as accounting (Kuldeep & Sukanto, 2006; Landajo
& de Andrés, 2007; Lenard, Alam, & Madey, 1995; Zhang, Cao, &
Schniederjans, 2004), management information systems (Huang, Chiu,
& Chen, 2008; Kuflik, Boger, & Shoval, 2006; Zhu, Premkumar, Zhang,
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&Chu, 2001),marketing (Kim, Street, Russell, &Menczer, 2005; Thieme,
Song, & Calanton, 2000), and production management (Al-Ahmari,
2008; Bhattacharyya, Sengupta, Mukhopadhyay, & Chattopadhyay,
2008; Das & Datta, 2007; Kaparthi & Suresh, 1994; Wang, Chen, & Lin,
2005; Wu, Chen, & Chian, 2006). However, when forecasting with Neu-
ral Networks, a major factor is that the goodness of results depends on
its architecture.

2.1. Time-lagged feed-forward networks

Usually, researchers apply a special type of Neural Network known
as a time-lagged feed-forward network in time series modeling and
forecasting. A time-lagged feed-forward network is a powerful nonline-
ar filter consisting of a tapped delaymemory andmultilayer perceptron
and the standard back-propagation algorithm is useful in training this
type of Neural Networks (Haykin, 1998; Mozer, 1993).

2.2. Elman Neural Networks

The Elman Neural Network is a semi-recursive Neural Network that
uses the back-propagation-through time learning algorithm to find pat-
terns in value sequences. Elman Neural Network adds a layer to receive
feedback from the network in the hidden layer as a step delay to the op-
erator for purposes ofmemory; therefore, the system can adapt to time-
varying characteristics, which directly reflects the dynamic process
characteristics.

Further, the Elman Neural Network has better computing power
than a feed-forward Neural Network; therefore, considering dynamic
telephone traffic, Elman Neural Network is suitable to construct a non-
linear prediction model for the traffic time series data (Elman, 1990).

2.3. NARX Neural Networks

An important class of discrete–time nonlinear systems is theNonlin-
ear Auto-Regressive with eXogenous inputs (NARX) model (Chen,
Billings, & Grant, 1990, Leontaritis & Billings, 1985, Ljung, 1987, Su &
McAvoy, 1991, Su, McAvoy, & Werbos, 1992):

y tð Þ ¼ f y t−1ð Þ;…; y t−Dy
� �

;u t−1ð Þ;…;u t−Duð Þ� � ð1Þ

where u(t) and y(t) represent input and output of the network at time t,
Du and Dy are the input and output order, and the function f is a nonlin-
ear function. When the function f can be approximated by a Multilayer
Perceptron, we call the resulting system a NARX recurrent Neural Net-
work (Chen et al., 1990, Narendra & Parthasarathy, 1990).

3. Data and proposed model

3.1. Model specifications

Fig. 1 shows the proposed model that uses a combination of Elman
Neural Network and NARX Neural Network. This study uses these net-
works because of their special abilities of forecasting. The Elman Neural
Network can adapt to time-varying characteristics and find temporal
patterns, which are important for forecasting call volumes. The NARX
Neural Network stores information for long periods in the presence of
noise; therefore, it has the ability to remove and ignore noises.

3.2. Data and forecasting accuracy procedure

The call volume data is from an Emdad Khodro Iran call center,
which is a member of the Iran Khodro industrial group and comple-
ments IKCO's after sales services chain. Due to high call volumes and
short-term forecasting, data collection was at random over a one-year
period and a random selection is made of three months, and fifty days
from these three months. Calculations for call volumes are for each

15-min case and 96 observations were made per day. Over fifty days,
samples of 4800 observations were extracted from the raw data. Fig. 2
shows a scatter plot of call volumes per 15 min.

This study divides the data (4800 observations) into three parts
(training, test, and check sets) to examine model performance. As per
the standard method for train-and-test, this study removes 20% of the
samples for testing and uses the remaining 80% for training (Thowmey
& Smith, 1995). Further, the study uses 2% of the sample for checking,
to prevent the problem of over-fitting. Therefore, 864 observations
(test set) from the first 3840 (training set) are used to estimate the Neu-
ral Networkweights of forecastingmodel and 96 observations (one day)
to check it. After multiple iterations, the error is minimized thereby con-
verging. The error signal can be given as:

ei ¼ di−yi ð2Þ

where di is the targeted response and yi is the actual output produced by
the network response to input. The performance function used for the

Fig. 1. Proposed model.

Fig. 2. The scatter plot of call volumes per 15 min.
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